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Abstract

Increasing efforts have been aimed towards the management of power as a critical system resource, and the disk can consume approximately a third of the power required for a typical laptop computer. Mechanisms to manage disk power have included spin-down policies and APIs to modify access workloads to be more power-friendly. In this work we present a measurement study of disk power consumption, focusing on the potential impact of successfully optimizing disk layout or predicting future disk accesses with predictive read-ahead. We demonstrate how such strategies can allow the reduction of disk power consumption at least as well as traditional disk spin-down schemes, while avoiding the serious performance degradation that can occur from excessive spin-downs. Experimental results showed that a successful predictive disk management policy could reduce disk power consumption by over 80%, while maintaining the responsiveness of a continuously running disk. In contrast, an aggressive spin-down policy that does not attempt to optimize layout or predictively read-ahead data, would achieve the same results at the expense of increasing average delays by 2 to 4 times. Another contribution of this work involves the accuracy of the measurements, which were conducted at a level precise enough to distinguish the power consumption of drive electronics, spindle-motors, and disk arm movement.

1. Introduction

The disk can consume up to a third of the power used by a typical mobile computer [20], and yet the great majority of research into disk optimization has focused on decreasing service delays caused by the storage sub-system. In this work we demonstrate the potential for predictive data management to satisfy these traditionally contradictory performance goals; reducing disk latencies while simultaneously reducing disk power consumption.

Modern disks have several different modes of operation, that can basically be divided into either active (full power consumption) or idle (low power consumption), and the traditional mechanisms for reducing disk power consumption have focused on controlling timing of a disk’s spinning-down to the idle state. The complexity of this decision is brought about by the fact that accelerating a disk back up to speed consumes more power for a brief period of time, than simply leaving the disk running for a short period. The amount of power that is needed to bring a disk up to speed varies from disk to disk, and yet can be expressed relatively uniformly using a measure called the “spin-down cost” of a disk. This is the amount of time a disk can be left in running mode before it consmes as much power as would be needed to spin the disk back up. Spinning the disk down for an idle period (the time between disk requests) that exceeds this length of time is profitable, but spinning a disk down for an idle period that is shorter causes the disk to consume more power than if it had been kept in the full power consumption mode. This is in addition to the increased service delays caused by waiting for the disk to accelerate back up to speed.

The simplest mechanism to control disk spin-down is to have a fixed timeout value, and when the system encounters an idle period that exceeds this period, it places the disk in a low power state. This approach is very effective, but is sensitive to the nature of the workload and the length of the time-out value. If this time-out value is too short, then the system would be employing an spin-down policy that is too aggressive, resulting in too many delays and increased power usage. If the timeout value is too long, then the disk remains running (at full power consumption) for longer than is absolutely necessary and energy is wasted in a similar manner. Gener-
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ally aggressive spin-down policies can save more power at the expense of increased average service delays.

Prior studies of disk spin-down algorithms have focused on the power savings of adapting the spin-down timeout value, or for modifying the workload through energy-aware APIs. For these studies, the power consumption of the disk is the primary concern, and it is common to expect the delays to be insignificant, or a secondary issue. This is an acceptable strategy due to the difficulty of modeling delays when a workload has been modified due to disk spin-downs. In this work we explicitly consider both the power consumption effects and timing effects of possible predictive optimizations to storage. We do this by using real-world traces replayed against different real disks, and observing the physical power consumption of these hard drives. We then modify these workloads in such a way as to simulate the effects of predictive read-ahead or placement of varying success. In this manner we are able to demonstrate how these particular optimizations can simultaneously satisfy the goals of reducing disk energy usage and disk service delays.

2. Reducing Disk Power and Latency

Predictive management of devices can be used to optimize various performance goals. For example, by prefetching data before it is explicitly requested we are able to reduce latency. This is possible due to the predictable nature of data requests, and the increased burstiness of the workload may also have a direct influence on device power consumption. If the new access behavior results in greater opportunities to spin-down the disk, then we would reduce the power consumed by the disk’s rotation. While this approach may appear very promising, it is only one way of using predictive information to improve disk performance. Another alternative is to use predictive information to improve the behavior of a prefetching cache, reducing demand misses. Yet another alternative is to use access predictions to group related data and files to allow their collocation in close physical proximity on disk. This last approach of collocating related data, if successfully applied, has the greatest potential for reducing latencies while simultaneously reducing energy consumption, but we will show below how any of these predictive techniques has the potential to offer such benefits to varying degrees. Simply prefetching data that is likely to be requested is beneficial because it allows the disk to perform more operations in a shorter period of time, and hopefully spend a subsequently longer period of time idle (increasing the likelihood of a beneficial spin-down).

The reason we feel collocation of related data has greater potential than prefetching alone lies in the disk arm of modern hard drives. In addition to the spinning of the disk, another source of mechanical power consumption in a disk is the movement of the disk arm, which can be reduced by effective collocation of related data. In Figure 1(a) we see the two sources of mechanical movement in a disk drive: the disk arm, and the rotation of the disk platter(s). Both these processes consume electrical power, and are sources of mechanical delays. In particular, the movement of the disk arm to position the read-write head above the appropriate track is a significant component of disk access latency. While spinning down the disk may save a significant amount of power, it introduces potentially lengthy access delays by requiring the disk to be brought up to speed before data can be read or written. In contrast, reducing the required movement of the disk arm will reduce access latency, and may also save disk power. To verify the potential savings of successfully restricting disk arm movement (through predictive grouping or otherwise) we measured the power consumption of disk drives provided with a very specific workload designed to request random blocks across an increasing range of disk locations. Figure 1(b) shows the average power consumption (in Watts) of the mechanical drive mechanisms of a WD12100 disk drive under this synthetic workload. From this figure we can see an increase in average power consumption as the range of blocks (and subsequently average disk arm movement) increases. With practically no disk arm movement power consumption was observed at around 1.7 Watts. This value jumps to almost 3 Watts when the disk arm starts making movements that average approximately 27% to 30% of the maximum block range. These results would suggest that reducing disk arm movement may be one further approach to reducing overall disk power consumption, by as much as 40% in this example, with none of the latency costs associated with disk spin-downs. This is especially encouraging when it is realized that collocating related data primarily results in a reduction of total I/O operations, which benefits both approaches to disk power reduction. Reduced random I/Os can reduce random disk arm movements, while simultaneously offering greater opportunities to completely spin-down the disk.

3. Experiments and Results

To test the potential benefits or costs of predictive disk management we ran a set of trace-based benchmarks designed to test the impact of varying degrees of success in predicting accesses and optimizing lay-
Figure 1. Reducing disk power consumption by reducing arm movements.

3.1. Measuring Detailed Energy Usage

For our experiments we used a collection of IDE hard-drives that ranged in capacity from 2GB to 80GB. We selected drives that had separate 12 and 5 Volt power lines (with the exception of the 20GB Fujitsu drive, that had a single 5 Volt power line). For the drives with separate power lines, we were able to isolate the energy usage for the drive mechanics from that of the drive electronics. Power was measured by sampling the voltage drop across a 0.1 Ohm resistor in series with the 12 Volt line, and a 0.05 Ohm resistor with the 5 Volt line. Samples were collected using a DAQ system collecting 20,000 samples per second for each experiment. The results presented below are from the sum of the mechanical components of the drive (as these are sensitive to changes in the layout policy, and affect the spin-down cost of the drive) as well as the electronics. Placing the electronics components in an idle or sleep mode does not have a similar added cost for returning to active mode, so for the electronics any power savings is mainly proportional to the reduction in the spin-down timeout for the drive. The high frequency of the measurement samples, and the ability to isolate drive motor power sources, allowed us to isolate the contribution of disk arm movement to a disk’s energy usage as we illustrated in Figure 1(b). Below we present power and average service-delay figures for the following IDE drives: a 20GB Fujitsu and an 80GB Maxtor.

3.2. Reducing Delays and Energy Use

To measure the changes in average delay and energy usage of a drive we replayed a pre-recorded trace of disk-level read requests against a drive’s raw interface. All operations were issued with relative timing kept as consistent as possible with the original trace. If an operation is not complete before the completion of the preceding request, it is issued as soon possible, but is delayed until it’s original issue time if the preceding request had already completed. This approach allowed us to replay a consistent, yet realistic workload against drives with potentially varying performance characteristics, while remaining as faithful as possible to the original timing of the request stream. We believe this is superior to utilizing a synthetic benchmark that may not accurately reflect a realistic request stream, as they are notoriously difficult to synthesize with accuracy and believability [7]. For a test workload we used disk-level traces of workstation I/O requests from the DTB traces collected by [23], and we measured the effects of successfully applying predictive read-ahead and predictive data layout by modifying this workload appropriately.

With the assumption that you can accurately predict a significant amount of related data, prefetching allows you to issue a larger number of I/O operations in response to a single request, which in turn will hopefully avoid the need to fetch these related disk blocks later on. This would effectively mean that we have compressed a certain group of I/O requests in time, effectively issuing them in immediate succession, and hopefully producing...
a lengthier subsequent idle period. The intuition from doing this is that the latency for subsequent requests is now reduced, and the lengthier subsequent idle period increases the likelihood of a short spin-down timeout being beneficial. This behavior is the reason for our first modification to the workload, where we replay the trace, but issue a group of requests immediately whenever possible, within an interval of fixed size. These requests are issued at the start of interval N, and the subsequent group of requests are issued at the original time for the first request in interval N+1. Increasing the size of this group of time-compressed requests is equivalent to achieving increasing degrees of success in issuing read-ahead requests for data. In our figures, we refer to a workload modified with an interval of N seconds as “Compression N.”

The second modification to the workloads reflects the effects of successfully optimizing a disk’s layout in response to predicted file relationships. In this case requests are not simply time-compressed and issued in batches, but their relative locations on disk are updated to reduce disk arm movement. To model this behavior in a conservative manner, we modified the requests in an interval of size N by issuing them in bursts, with a further modification to place these block requests in order. This is the same effect as if data had been placed to reduce disk arm movement. For this form of modification, and a group of size N within an interval of N seconds, we refer to the workload in the figures below as “Compression/Reordering N.”

Figures 2 and 3 show normalized delay and power figures for the three disks. The results were normalized against the average response and the energy usage of the same drive running continuously without a spin-down timeout. For delay, a value of 1 would indicate that there was no performance degradation for the workload when spin-downs are employed. Similarly for energy usage a value of 1 would indicate that the spin-downs have had no impact on energy usage for the given workload, but values greater than 1 would indicate an increase in energy consumption. Lower values are better for all figures.

In all these figures we see that increasing the spin-down timeout has a negative effect on energy consumption regardless of workload, while the predictive workloads exhibit marginally improved behavior beyond the simple timeout. In terms of energy consumption, all workloads across all drives benefited from a spin-down timeout, with shorter timeouts generally offering more energy savings. The modified workloads representing predictive layout (Compression with Reordering) tended to perform better than time-compression (successful prefetching alone).

The real impact from successful predictive management can be seen when comparing the results for service delays using the most aggressive (shorter) spin-down timeouts. Without the benefits of increased burstiness due to predictive read-ahead or collocation, the naive time-out policy will degrade to over four times the average delay of a running disk. On the other hand, both modified workloads tended to remain close to a normalized average delay value of 1 (an ideal), while gaining all the energy-saving benefits of the shorter time-outs.

3.3. Practical Effectiveness

The results presented above focused on compression and reordering groups of size 64. This particular number was selected because it fell in the midrange of the observed results for all values tested. It is definitely possible that predictive groupings of data may be success-
ful for larger or smaller groups of disk-level operations, and so we ran our tests for compression and reordering values ranging from 16 to 128, while performance was best for the greatest success, the variation among the different values (which represent varying degrees of success for predictive optimizations) showed only minor variations in energy consumption or average delays. The behavior we observed above for groups of size 64 is seen across all values as we can see in Figure 4 for delays, and Figure 5 for power.

While it is often assumed that in a mobile environment, power savings can be achieved at the expense of disk responsiveness, this is not true for server environments. In such cases, the ability to save power without incurring degradation in storage responsiveness is a great advantage. To be able to reduce the energy consumption in such response-oriented environments would help reduce the direct and indirect energy costs associated with data centers and server farms. This is an increasingly critical issue, particularly with estimates of energy usage on the order of $2 billion in US data centers [3].

4. Related Work

Our work is influenced by the contributions of earlier researchers in several areas. The assumptions regarding predictive optimizations are based on prior art in storage optimization and access prediction, while our consideration of disk power reduction draws from earlier works in that area.
4.1. Optimized Data Grouping & Placement

Grouping has previously been applied for data placement. The earliest such works attempted used frequency-based estimates of access likelihood to optimize the placement of popular data. Attempts to optimally place files on disk were originally done manually, placing frequently accessed files closer to the center of the disk. The need to automate this process was addressed by the work of Staelin and Garcia-Molina [26, 27]. This work dealt with optimal placement, but offered models based on the assumption that file access events are independent. These approaches made no attempt to capture dynamic relationships between files. The Berkeley Fast File System (FFS) includes attempts to group related data, e.g. file data and metadata, into cylinder tracks on disk [21, 25]. Prior work by Akyürek and Salem replicated similar “hot” data blocks to a common area on disk to improve disk performance [1].

Dynamic groups attempt to exploit inter-file relationships, but require explicit application hints to determine group membership [28]. Earlier work on the automatic detection of working sets includes the work of [29]. Examples of automated file grouping include C-FFS (collocating FFS), which bases grouping on a directory-membership heuristic [8], and Hummingbird [24] which utilizes the underlying structure of web files.

4.2. Access Prediction

The use of data grouping for predictive caching has been proposed in the form of the aggregating cache [2]. The use of a last successor model for file prediction, and more elaborate techniques based on pattern matching, were first presented by Lei and Duchamp [18]. Later work compared the predictive performance of the last successor model to earlier graph-based schemes, and more effective schemes based on context modeling and data compression [16, 11, 17, 4].

4.3. Disk Power Management

Wilkes first suggested the use of predictive techniques to dynamically adjust disk spin-downs for improved power conservation [31]. Douglos, Krishnan, and Marsh demonstrated that perfect non-invasive spin-downs could reduce disk power consumption by up to 60%, while an on-line algorithm could reduce power consumption by 53% compared to the manufacturer’s recommended five minute time-out [5]. Disk spin-down decisions were analytically modeled as a rent-to-buy problem by Krishnan et al [15]. The exploitation and prediction of disk idle periods was further investigated by later works [9, 10]. An adaptive scheme based on a machine learning algorithm achieved the greatest power savings of these techniques [12, 13]. This particular algorithm used was the “share” machine learning algorithm [14], a variant of the weighted majority voting algorithms [19], but as with all prior techniques it assumes that an I/O workload is not actively changed.

The use of prediction as a means to modify an I/O workload in the hopes of reducing power consumption has been proposed by prior works [6, 20]. These suggestions focused on the ability of prefetching data to allow for increased idle-time periods, which in turn would hopefully allow greater opportunities for spin-downs.

Figure 5. Average power for both drives, with request arrival time compression, given an increasing standby timeout value. These values are normalized against the original trace, with no standby timeout enabled.
Similarly, more recent work attempts to actively modify the workload and increase workload burstiness to increase opportunities for disk spin-down [30, 22]. All these prior works share the common feature that they do not consider any technique other than disk spin-down as a mechanism for reducing power consumption. While effective, this approach adds latency costs when a disk needs to be brought back to an active state. The predictive approaches we’ve considered to reduce disk activity incur no such penalties, and can even reduce a disk’s activity while it remains active (e.g., using predictive grouping and placement to minimize disk arm movement).

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented measurement results for power and service delays of trace-based workloads replayed against several modern disk drives. We’ve paid particular attention to the mechanical components of power consumption, but have presented results reflecting the sum of all power sources to the drives. While we have not tested a particular predictive algorithm, we have considered the effects of algorithms as applied for placement or predictive read-ahead/prefetching with varying degrees of success. We achieved this by modeling the effects of such policies in modifying a workload, without assuming any specific algorithm. We found that for a wide range of success rates, it is possible to reap significant benefits in meeting the contradictory goals of reducing disk delays while simultaneously improving energy conservation in modern disk drives. Future work includes combining this effort with specific predictive algorithms. It also includes testing the effects of false predictions, as well as comparing against a wider set of workloads and classes of disks.
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